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REPORT
Youth Red Cross of our college organized a Seminar on “Nature Nurtures the Education of
Life Skills” on 20.02.2018 in Pallva Hall at 10.00am. Mr.Eyarkkai Chinnaiya Natesan, veteran
modern agriculture scientist and president, Indian Nature Association, consented and delivered his
speech on this occasion.
The seminar began with the prayer song followed by the welcome speech and guest
introduction by Mr.K.Albert Lawrence, Co-ordinator of Youth Red Cross (YRC). He introduced the
chief guest with the words appreciation for having been awarded ‘Empowering Young People
Award’ by Young Yoga Foundation and ‘Special Award’ by All India Tamil Cultural Corporation.
The chief guest delivered his speech insisting on the importance of bringing back the
cultural habits of elderly habitats of Tamilnadu to lead a hale and healthy life. Our elders lived
their life in harmony with the nature which nurtured many lessons in their habitual life to lead the
life of prosperity. Then he was in praise of Tamil Literature and Culture which remain as the
guiding principle to the people of today and especially the student community. Thus students
must learn the art of living from the nature which would be a very good guide for emotional
intelligence as the present student community suffers from emotional imbalance having meager
knowledge in the art of living.
At last he expressed his elation to deliver his speech in Pallva Hall (Hall named after one of
the Tamil dynasties) about the art of living with the citations of the lessons by Tamil community
and Nature. The 83 students who got this great opportunity were spell bound and more attentive
till the closure. The programme came to an end with the vote of thanks by Tamilselvan.J, III ECE,
third year youth red society voluteer. The programme was graced by the presence of Head and
staff members of ECE department.
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